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Hello Ladies and Gentlemen of the Texas Sunset Commission. My name is
Richard Halpin. I am co-chair the Green Sanctuary Ministry at our church. I am
here today to talk to you about the Sunset Review of the Lower Colorado River
Authority. I want to amplify my previously submitted written testimony. Ladies
and Gentlemen we are living in a new energy dawn. Our old fuels and former
ways of doing business are dying. Our new technologies are now at a unique
tipping point offering us opportunities thought only science fiction by previous
era decision makers as you, state leaders, personally know. You have the benefit
of outside information on the water and energy challenges we Texans face.

Two challenges that LCRA faces that your Sunset Review could help with are:

1. the replacement of the coal fired Fayette Power Plant and 2. what the
Bastrop landowners call the LCRA “water Grab” and “water theft”.

Could the money losing ecological disaster coal fired plant be replaced by a
new, high efficient solar panel energy farm on the FPP thousands of acres
current site?

Could replacing the coal plant save the currently used 17,000 acre feet of coal
plant Colorado River cooling water?

Then could LCRA use that water instead of taking the precious water from under
the land of the Bastrop County Land owners?

Could new jobs be created for the current FPP employees who will lose their
coal plant jobs eventually?

These are just a few of critical questions that could be asked if you were to
require an early 2019 set of public hearings and critical business research to get
to the truth of these serious allegations of business malpractice regarding these
two business directions. Don’t you have everything to gain and nothing to lose if
you direct the Sunset Commission Staff to honestly evaluate the long term
viability of this coal power plant and the alleged water theft from Bastrop folks?
If you require this be done in a cogent and through manner you could have
results back before your next legislative session is complete and then wrap up
your Sunset Review of LCRA? By putting the current LCRA evaluation on a short
pause could you require the critical information you need and in just a few
months have the decision making info you deserve?

Thank you for standing up for all Texans.
Richard Halpin Green Sanctuary Ministry
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-----Original Message-----
From: sunset@sunset.texas.gov <sunset@sunset.texas.gov> On Behalf Of Texas Sunset Commission
Sent: Friday, December 7, 2018 3:05 PM
To: Sunset Advisory Commission <Sunset@sunset.texas.gov>
Subject: Public Input Form for Agencies Under Review (Public/After Publication)

Agency: LOWER COLORADO RIVER AUTHORITY

First Name: Richard

Last Name: Halpin

Title: Co-Chair

Organization you are affiliated with:  Green Sanctuary Ministry

Email: green@austinuu.org

City: Austin

State: Texas

Your Comments About the Staff Report, Including Recommendations Supported or
Opposed:

The staff report says: “the Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA) was forged in controversy, and LCRA’s
affiliation with controversy continues to this day”. This insight into the LCRA is a timely one and surprisingly self-
inflicted. Surprising because this billon dollar entity does many things remarkably well but has chosen two major
business directions that could sabotage a critical portion of LCRA’s success.

Any Alternative or New Recommendations on This Agency:
The alternative Recommendations I present here speak specifically to the self sabotage I refer to in 'comments to
staff report'.
LCRA is currently involved in two projects that are antithetical to LCRA’s mission. “LCRA's mission is to enhance
the lives of the Texans it serves through water stewardship, energy and community service.” LCRA is a 2/3 owner
in the Fayette Coal Fired Power Plant (aka FPP). This power plant has a long controversial history of not enhancing
the lives of Texas. FPP’s toxic waste is blamed for crop failures, air quality failures and peoples health problems.
This plant, while seeing a current cash flow bubble (FY2018), is following a line of financial and ecological coal
fired power plant failures that could leave LCRA with more than a failed and stranded asset but in fact a hundreds of
millions of dollars “hit” that could sabotage LCRA’s financial viability.
.
An alternative is to use LCRA’s business acumen-Transmission Services Corp
(TSC) & generation division in enhanced ways. By decommissioning the FPP as a coal plant and reconstructing it,
on its thousands of acres central Texas site, into a renewable solar energy generation plant using the existing land,
transmission lines, unique location, retraining current work force and freeing up the 17.000af the coal plant needed
for cooling, the LCRA virtually quarntees a long term sustainable cash, water and electric asset that will truly speak
to LCRA’s mission and financial strength.
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Should LCRA choose this sustainable path it could help LCRA turnaround the consequences of a mistaken business
decision to pump thousands of acre feet of water from under Bastrop County. This is a bad decision for several
reasons.  Here are a couple:1. It has been said the license to pump water LCRA has received is part of a new group
of licenses that promise more water than is now or is projected to be available. This information must be researched.
2. Furthermore the water under Bastrop County is the very life blood of the Bastrop County land owners. This
LCRA “water grab”, their testimony says, will reduce if not eliminate the ability of these Texans to survive in their
own homes. It seems completely counter to LCRA’s mission to take these Texans water to sell to other LCRA
customers. Is it a smart alternative to decommission the FPP and save 1,700 acre feet of the 24,000 acre feet LCRA
currently seeks to take from Bastrop County land owners?

Planning for a sustainable future with these two LCRA projects will be difficult if the Board and senior management
have been marginalized by insufficient analysis of these opportunities.

These two alternative recommendations provide sustainable and synergistic opportunities that allow LCRA to
“enhance the lives of the Texans it serves through water stewardship, energy and community service”. Doesn’t this
create opportunities for LCRA’s “sophisticated and well-functioning”
departments and corps, the LCRA itself, to thrive?

My Comment Will Be Made Public: I agree




